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Dear editors,
This article reports about interesting expe-
riences and findings obtained from a paral-
lel examination of two patients with demen-
tia and their adult children using two brief 
cognitive tests. 

Some patients with dementia are children 
of their parents who were affected with cog-
nitive disorders before death. Analogically, 
adult children of patients with dementia 
may be at increased risk of developing cog-
nitive disorders. 

Recently, we developed and introduced 
innovative and original Czech tests known 
as the Amnesia Light and Brief Assessment 
(abbreviated as ALBA) and the Picture nam-
ing and immediate recall test (abbreviated 
as PICNIR). They are very brief taking up to 
five minutes to complete and measure def-
icits of more cognitive functions (short-
term, episodic, semantic amnesia, sensory 
and motor aphasia, apraxia, psychomotor 
speed). Their thresholds were determined 
for the elderly within a main age range be-
tween 70-80 years in the first validation re-
ports. Cut-offs of the ALBA test are ≤ 3 cor-
rectly recalled sentence words, ≤ 3 correctly 
recalled gestures, and ≤ 6 or 7 points on 
the ALBA score. Cutoff points of the PICNIR 
test are more than one mistake in picture 
naming and less than 6 correctly recalled 
picture names (Tab. 1) [1–4]. Instructional 
videos show administration and scoring 
on both tests and can be watched on You-
Tube on the Ales Bartos channel with Eng-
lish subtitles.

It is unknown whether the ALBA and PIC-
NIR tests can detect presumably subtle cog-
nitive deficits in offspring that are one gen-
eration younger than their parent(s) with 

dementia. Additionally, it is unclear whether 
administration of both tests can be modified 
and performed in one room simultaneously 
in both the patient and patient’s child. This 
could assist in busy everyday examinations 
with limited time and rooms. 

Therefore, the aim of this report is to 
share experiences and results with simulta-
neous testing of two patients with demen-
tia and their adult children using ALBA and 
PICNIR. The first 82-year-old female was ac-
companied by a 54-year-old daughter with 
17 years of university education and the sec-
ond 84-year-old female came with a 51-year-
old son.

Administration of both tests was per-
formed as follows. An experienced nurse 
gave initial instructions for each test both to 
the patient and to the offspring. Then, she 
continued testing with the patient while 
a neurologist and an author of this article 
completed testing with the patient’s off-
spring in the same room at the same time.

Two patients with dementia were exam-
ined and scored as described previously  
[1–4]. A new version of the door PICNIR was 
used [5]. It is almost an ideal test for paral-
lel examination since picture naming and re-
call are self-written and silent tasks [3–5]. Un-
like the standard administration of the ALBA, 
each patient’s child wrote sentences instead 
of saying them out loudly and silently re-
called gestures and re-demonstrated as 
many gestures as possible in any order and 
without any accompanying verbal descrip-
tion of the gesture. The reason was not to dis-
turb testing of the patient by the offspring’s  
speech.

Results of ALBA and PICNIR tests of both 
couples are summarized in Tab. 1. Both pa-

tients recalled less gestures and sentence 
words than the cut-offs. Interestingly, the 
first adult child recalled only three words 
which is a borderline number of sentence 
words in ALBA. In the PICNIR test, both pa-
tients made an increased number of picture 
naming errors and recalled only three picture 
names. This indicates cognitive impairment 
in agreement with their lower ALBA results. 
Two examples of the PICNIR completed by 
the first patient and her daughter are shown 
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in Fig. 1. Note that patient 1 had a very high 
number of seventeen errors (eight wrongly 
named plus nine unnamed pictures)! Surpris-
ingly, both children aged over 50 years made 
two picture misnamings including semantic 
paragraphias (Tab. 1, Fig. 1). 

This new approach firstly indicates that 
the ALBA and the PICNIR can be performed 
in parallel both in patients with cognitive dis-
orders and their children. They may be car-
ried out during routine clinical practice in 

view of limited rooms to save time. Obviously, 
the PICNIR is appropriately suitable for such 
a purpose. The instructions are stated only 
at the beginning followed by silent testing 
without interpersonal interference. Simulta-
neous ALBA testing is also feasible with some 
adjustments. If time or spare room are availa-
ble, classic administration in separate exami-
nations would be more appropriate.

Secondly, subtle cognitive changes in 
child ren older than 50 years may be de-

tected with quick and simple yet challeng-
ing instruments such as the ALBA and the 
PICNIR. They take three and five minutes 
only respectively. Note the two misnamings 
in PICNIR in both children and borderline 
recall of the ALBA sentence and the PIC-
NIR picture names in the daughter. As a re-
minder, she completed university studies 
and 17 years of education. Yet, she had three 
borderline results. However, they are related 
to value findings observed in older genera-

Tab. 1. Results of patients with dementia and their offspings in the ALBA and the PICNIR compared with elderly norms.  
ALBA sentence examples of couple 1 are in the lower part of Tab. 1. 
Abnormal values are highlighted in bold.

A) Amnesia Light and Brief Assessment (ALBA) –  
a number of correct items:

Norms / 
cut-offs

82-year-old 
female patient 1

54-year-old 
dauther

84-year-old 
female patient 2

51-year-old  
son

1) sentence encoding / repetition 6 5 5 6 6

2) gesture demonstration 6 6 6 6 6

3) gesture recall ≤ 3 2 5 1 4

4) sentence recall ≤ 3 3 3 (!) 3 6

ALBA score (sum of gesture and sentence recall) ≤ 6–7 5 8 4 10

Interpretation mild deficit
possibly bor-

derline / normal
mild deficit normal

B) PICicture Naming and Immediate Recall (PICNIR) 

1) a number of naming errors > 1
8 wrongly +  
9 none = 17 2 2 2

Interpretation
prominent 

deficit
mild deficit mild deficit mild deficit

2) a number of correctly recalled picture names ≤ 6
3 + 1 

confabulation
7 + 1 

confabulation
3 10

Interpretation deficit
possibly border-
line / mild deficit

deficit normal

A1) patient´s repetion / enconding:
Czech: Babí léto začíná prvními jarními mrazíky. 
English translation: Indian summer brings first spring frost.

A2) patient´s recall:
Czech: Jaro začíná prvními….jarními. Mám to na jazyku, ale nevím. 
English translation: Spring brings the first … spring. It‘s on the tip of my tongue but I do not know.

B1) daughter’s repetion / enconding:
Czech:   
 

English translation: Indian summer brings first spring frost.

B2) daughter’s recall:
Czech:   
 
English translation: Indian summer brings freezing…
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Fig. 1. Completed forms of the PICNIR from an 82-year-old female patient with mild dementia (A) and her 54-year-old daughter (B). 
English translations are provided for patient´s naming. A daughter of patient 1 used a flower instead of a cloverleaf in picture 5 and a balloon 
instead of a parachute in picture 20. The other pictures were named correctly. The forms of the second couple are not shown because of li-
mited space. They are commented only. A son of patient 2 used a window instead of a door in picture 1 and a chess instead of a chessboard 
in picture 17. Then, adult children were also asked to correct themselves after PICNIR testing. The daughter corrected the flower (above 
picture 5). However, she named the parachute picture wrongly again, i.e., that it is flying airship (above picture 20). After being told that this is 
the parachute, she expressed that she imagined it differently. In addition, this daughter recalled only seven correct picture names plus one 
confabulation (an astronaut). The son corrected both his picture misnamings. He commented that the door picture could look like a window.  
Note the same misnaming of picture 5 flower instead of cloverleaf both in the patient and her daughter. This picture and the last picture 20 
were named as cloverleaf and parachute by 97% out of 5,290 common Czechs across the whole country with age ranging 11–90 years and 
education ranging 8–28 years [5]. 
PICNIR – PICture Naming and Immediate Recall test
Obr. 1. Vyplněný formulář testu POBAV od 82leté pacientky s mírnou demencí (A) a její 54leté dcery (B).
Dcera první pacientky nazvala květinou pátý obrázek čtyřlístku a balónem dvacátý obrázek padáku. Ostatní obrázky byly pojmenovány 
správně. Formuláře druhého páru nejsou uvedeny kvůli omezenému prostoru. Jsou pouze komentované. Syn druhé pacientky nazval dveře 
na prvním obrázku oknem a pojmenoval obrázek 17 jako šachy místo šachovnice. Poté byly dospělé děti také požádány, aby se opravily po 
testu POBAV. Dcera opravila špatné pojmenování kytky (nad obrázkem 5). Obrázek padáku však opět pojmenovala špatně. Konkrétně uvedla, 
že je to létající vzducholoď (nad obrázkem 20). Když jí bylo sděleno, že je to padák, vyjádřila se, že si ho představuje jinak. Navíc si tato dcera 
vybavila pouze sedm správných názvů obrázků plus jednu konfabulaci (astronaut). Syn si opravil oba chybné názvy obrázků. Komentoval ob-
rázek dveří, že by takto mohla vypadat okna. 
Všimněte si stejného chybného pojmenování obrázku 5 květina místo čtyřlístku u pacientky i její dcery. Tento obrázek a poslední obrázek 
20 označilo jako čtyřlístek a padák 97 % z 5 290 běžných Čechů z celé republiky ve věku 11–90 let se vzděláním 8–28 let [5].
POBAV – Pojmenování obrázků a jejich vybavení

A B
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tion. It may be assumed that at least some 
scores of her performance would be under 
normal limits for her younger age.

Thirdly, questionable and possible sub-
tle deficits in the daughter mean that such 
changes start decades before fully-developed 
dementia like in her mother. She agreed with 
long-term follow-up to see the final outcome 
and to undergo single brain photon emission 
tomography to determine whether neurobio-
logical markers can also be detected. 

All these experiences and findings are 
encouraging and have several impacts. 
It sounds appealing to screen and possi-
bly detect cognitive changes by decades 
using brief and inexpensive tests instead 
of costly imaging, cerebrospinal fluid bio-
markers or genetic testing. It is worth in-
vestigating more offsprings using the 
ALBA and the PICNIR in a more systematic  
way. 

Overall, cognitive functions of patients 
with dementia and their children can 
be tested in parallel in one room. Subtle 
changes may be detected using very brief 
ALBA and PICNIR tests. This may indicate an 
emerging disease. A larger sample, norms 
for younger elderly and a long follow-up of 
these children would be useful.
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